Relatedness & Rarity Ruleset
Utilize a specific portion of our robust
rulesets to generate efficiencies and reduce
medical spend, while keeping the investment you’ve already made in your existing
claims workflow process. Automatically assign scores to bills based on the relatedness
and rarity of diagnosis codes as they relate
to workers’ comp coverage.

Standalone, Automated Service
Our clients choose specific rulesets from our
catalog of 10,000 business rules. This means
they realize significant cost savings and efficiencies generated by an Acrometis solution
while still maintaining their existing systems.
Some of our ruleset offerings:
•

•

Workers’ Compensation Rarity
Ruleset: Identify medical bills where
the condition treated is rare in Workers’ Compensation.
Body-Part to Claim Relatedness
Ruleset: Find every bill where the
treated body part does not relate to
the compensable body parts.

Advantages:
•

Our logic denies 2.1% of bills

•

$515 - Average savings per
flagged and denied bill

Acrometis runs documents through our rules
engine to identify exceptions, based on predetermined parameters. We alert adjusters
in the event of an inconsistency or issue and
provide them with a recommended action
based on our proprietary algorithms. The
system runs automatically in the background
so that the only human interaction required
is the adjuster’s final decision on a flagged
bill.
There are 3 possible returned values:
1. The bill is not related to WC and should be
denied
2. The bill is not likely related to WC, but
should be reviewed manually to validate
3. The bill is most likely related to WC and
should be paid
Eliminate improper bills and stop
paying for unrelated treatments
Runs in the background only
requiring adjuster decision on
flagged bills
Automated system uses minimal
data element to flag bills

No PHI is needed for the review
process

Interested in improving your workers’ comp operations? Visit www.acrometis.com or email info@acrometis.com for more information.

